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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
In accordance with Council Directive 1907/2006/CEE
REACH
(Reduction, Evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of Chemicals)
With the publication in the Official Journal or the European Union, no. L396 of
30.12.06, of Regulation (EC) no.1907/2006 and the subsequent correction on
29.05.2007, concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals, the legislative course of REACH, undertaken almost 13
years ago in February 2001, was concluded with the adoption of the white paper on
the “Strategy for a future chemicals policy”.
At present, polymers (plastics) are exempt from the REACH registration stage (art.2,
point 9, pages 18/19 of the Regulation), even if the European Commission will reexamine their possible future inclusion before June 2019. Therefore, at the moment
the transformer of the raw materials (JenCans’ supplier) is under no obligation to preregister.
As regards the components of a metallic nature such as steel, brass, zamak,
aluminium, bronze and copper in the form of rods and bars, at the moment these are
considered to be articles from which there is no intentional releases of substances
and therefore they are not subject to the pre-registration obligation (art.7, par.1, point
b).
It is also specified that, again, pursuant to the regulations mentioned above, on the
basis of their characteristics, the above-mentioned materials are not subject to the
obligations envisaged by art.33 “Duty to communicate information on substances in
articles” as the percentage in weight of the substances deemed hazardous, pursuant
to these regulations, is less than 0.1% of the total weight of the article.
JenCan confirms that it does not use or produce chemicals and that therefore the
articles sold do not require any pre-registration.
In any case, Jencan is checking that all it’s suppliers are applying the rules in force,
correctly (including the SVHC – update candidate list ECHA/PR/11/26 dated
16/06/2014) , and is committed to replacing any non-compliant components or to
informing its customers if any are present.
Please write to sales@jencan.com if you require further clarification.
Yate, Bristol. 19th February 2014 .
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